
 

 

Over the years, the Libraries’ book 
and paper conservator, Harry Camp-
bell, has worked closely with Ether-
ington Conservation Services near 
Greensboro, NC, to provide for the 
specialized treatments of several sig-
nificant items from the Libraries’ 
Special Collections. During the past 
year, two of our endowed funds—the 
Lee & Fred D. Pfening, Jr. Fund and 
the Ann W. and Emanuel D. Rudolph 
Friends of the Libraries Preservation 
Fund—have supported full conserva-
tion treatments of four important 
books belonging to RBMS: The 
Works of Virgil (Dryden’s Virgil), 
1697; Caxton’s Higdon Polychroni-
con, 1482; and two copies of John 
Foxe’s Actes and Monuments (Book 
of Martyrs), 1596. 
   Although intrinsically valuable as 

rare books, these volumes are also 
immensely important resources for 
teaching and research here at OSU. 
Prior to treatment, each book was in 
poor condition and at risk of further 
damage due to repeated use. Because 
each  bears witness to its own unique 
history, our conservator specified 
unique treatments for each in order to 
preserve as much of its original physi-
cal context as possible (for instance, 
all remains of original binding matter 
have been preserved alongside the 
treated books themselves). 
   The pages of the Virgil, although 
mostly intact, were marred by many 
extensive tears, foxing and staining. 
Its leather binding was broken at the 
joints, badly scuffed and worn, and 
been previously re-backed. The 
book’s treatment included dis-

binding, water-washing of all pages, 
page mending, and re-sewing. It was 
also rebound in full leather in a period 
style similar to the original, complete 
with sprinkling and blind tooling. 
   Caxton’s Polychronicon had been 
re-bound in the 18th century in half-
leather and had been trimmed sub-
stantially at that time. The sewing of 
the beautiful hand-rubricated, early-
printed text was also splitting, and 
many pages were water stained. 
Treatment included taking the volume 
apart to allow the washing and repair 
of each leaf, followed by re-binding 
in a late-15th century style in full 
white alum-tawed calf over period-
shaped boards. 
   Our first copy of Foxe’s 1596 print-
ing of Actes and Monuments was 
missing                      continued on p. 2 
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On May 18th, RBMS, with our 
colleagues from the Theatre 
Research Institute and the Hi-
landar Research Library, will 
begin its long awaited move 
back to the newly renovated 
Thompson Main Library on 
central campus. After almost 
three years of exile at two re-
mote locations, while also 
maintaining a classroom pres-
ence on main campus, RBMS 
is ecstatic at the prospect of 
unifying our staff and re-
sources and operating out of an 
exquisitely designed, state-of-
the-art facility. RBMS will be 

a highly visible department on 
the 1st floor at the east entry of 
the Library. The new Reading 
Room will accommodate forty 
patrons and a separate seminar 
room for classes and special 
presentations seats twenty. The 
Exhibit Hall will offer better 
viewing and more security than 
our previous exhibits area. 
And, perhaps most impor-
tantly, our books and manu-
scripts will be in a highly effi-
cient stacks area with the latest 
in security measures and, of 
course, an atmospherically 
controlled environment for the 

long life of our materials. Al-
though this move will necessi-
tate RBMS’s closure until the 
end of August, in the long run 
we will be able to better serve 
our diverse constituencies. The 
Library is located at the heart 
of the old campus on the west 
end of the grand Oval. It is 
easy to find, and I hope that 
many of you will reserve the 
evening of August 22, 2009, 
when the Library celebrates its 
grand opening. 

 
- Geoffrey D. Smith 
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“This Gloss” by Thomas L. Taylor, from the Thomas L. Taylor Collection in the Avant Writing Collection. Taylor is a 
leading innovative poet who has long used his own photography and drawing in conjunction with his poetry. 
 
Visit the Avant Writing Collection’s webpage at: 
http://library.osu.edu/sites/rarebooks/avantwriting/ 
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Endowments, cont. from p. 1 
several pages and with many torn pages throughout. 
Additionally, its binding was also badly deteriorated. 
The original text block sewing was salvageable, torn 
pages were mended, missing pages were replaced by 
scanned copies from our second copy, and the volume 
was re-bound in full calf matching the original style of 
binding. 
   Our second copy of the Foxe was in similar condition 
as our first. The original sewing was intact, and the 
original elaborate binding of leather over wooden 
boards with brass hardware had been crudely repaired 
several times with leather patches, metal strips, and a 
re-backed leather spine. Etherington mended the text 
extensively, added scanned duplicate pages from our 
first copy, and re-backed and restored the binding. 
   These volumes are now beautifully conserved and 
preserved for future generations of teachers and re-
searchers. But the cost of single-item full conservation 
treatment can be sobering, as any savvy collector 
knows. Fortunately, endowment support can supple-
ment the work of our own in-house conservation ef-
forts. The Pfening and Rudolph endowments are man-
aged by the Libraries’ Preservation Office, which con-

tinues to contract with firms such as Etherington’s for 
this type of supplemental conservation work. We are 
grateful for the generosity that has resulted in these, 
and other, endowments that contribute to the meaning-
ful stewardship of the collections. 

- 

“ T h u r b e r  i n  t h e  h o u s e ” e x h i b i t   

The Ohio State University Rare Books and Manuscripts 
Library is a proud contributor to this exhibit celebrating the 
25th anniversary of the Thurber House. Hosted by the 
Thurber Center Gallery at 77 Jefferson Avenue, Columbus, 
Ohio, “Thurber in the House” will feature 29 archival qual-
ity facsimiles, including five never-before published draw-
ings. The mission of Thurber House is to celebrate the writ-
ten word for the education and entertainment of the broad-
est possible audience and to continue Thurber’s legacy of 
humor. As the historical repository for the scholarly study 
of Thurber, RBMS is a natural partner in this celebration of 
the Thurber House and its mission. The exhibit runs from 
May 1—September 6, is free and open to the public. For 
more information call 614-464-1032, or visit: 

   www.thurberhouse.org 
- Rebecca Jewett  
Assistant Curator 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

this gloss, spoke at fern and gray your ears 
bending around the time lines growing less 
absurd but passion in your hands revives 

me from this pale death in life itself a dream 
you met me in this silence alive within 

cleared aside you told me life’s signs arrive 
in sensate realm the holy hours come again 

 
         Forty-eight               anabasis 02 
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Special endowments and funds help support the teaching, research, outreach, collecting, and conservation missions of 
the Rare Books and Manuscripts Library. Without these funds, much of our work would be, at best, more difficult and, 
at worst, impossible. All of our endowments and funds are open for additional donations which will help insure the 
health of our collections and enhance research, curricular, and acquisition opportunities far into the future. If you would 
like to make a contribution to the Rare Books and Manuscripts Library, please make a check out to The Ohio State 
University Libraries and designate the fund: 

  

 Friends of Rare Books (general funds) 

 Donald Wing Endowment (English imprints, 1640-1700) 

 Friends of the William Charvat Collection of American Fiction 

 Emanuel Rudolph Children’s Science Collection Endowment 

 Philip Keenan History of Astronomy Collection Endowment 

 Meek Endowment (James Thurber and Thurber-related materials) 

 Bennett Avant Writing Collection Endowment 

 Lee & Fred D. Pfening, Jr. Fund (preservation and conservation) 

 Ann W. and Emanuel D. Rudolph Friends of the Library Preservation Fund 

R a r e  b o o k s  f u n d s  &  e n d o w m e n t s  


